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Iwould like to introduce myself as your new Branch
Chairman. My first reaction to the prospect of taking on

this role was to say ‘No’ as my expertise is limited.
However, it is apparent that there is much that can be done.

Most of my adult life has been spent in Birmingham –
which does have good wildlife corridors – and when I say
that I worked for several years in an office with no natural
light you’ll see why I’m light on expertise. This is illustrated
by the article in the current edition adding information about
the presence of the Grayling butterfly in valleys on the Long
Mynd (see Page 18) to the piece I’d written in the last issue
about the Grayling’s status on the Malvern Hills where I live (The Comma No.87).
But the fact that my knowledge is not comprehensive isn’t going to stop me come July
helping to monitor the status of the Grayling on the Malverns, from joining scrub
clearance work parties, nor from contributing to the Conservators’ plans. 

Well-established Branch
By the same token, I want members to realize they don’t have to be experts to enjoy
butterflies, submit casual records of the commoner species in their locality or to make
any other contribution.

We are a well-established Branch – one of the biggest – but we face a number
of challenges: 
• Our very size brings with it a problem of geographical dispersal – the region

takes in five and a half million people;
• We are highly active, sustaining more reserves than many other Branches and

need to promote an active volunteer base;
• We’ve generated funds yet money will be tight as we have plans to spend and

we need to think of ways to raise more; and
• Our relationship with Head Office has gone through a sticky patch, outlined by

our outgoing Chairman in the previous edition, but John Tilt has already done
much to address this and as a result we are to meet soon with the Chief Executive,
Martin Warren.

New Members’ Day event
As the new Chairman, I am very interested to learn how
members wish to be involved in the work of the Branch. To this
end we are holding a New Members’ Day event, with an
invitation to everyone who has joined in the last two years (see
Page 28). What struck me when I asked for details from Head Office
is that 55% are women. This set me thinking about the fact that in wildlife
magazines it is evident that there are a lot of women who work as ecologists or who
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Spring has already arrived and
this superb picture of a female
Common Blue butterfly reminds
us that summer is not far away.
The shot was taken by Patrick
Clement, of Halesowen in the
West Midlands, whose beautiful 
images frequently grace the
pages of The Comma. 

Patrick took this shot at one of his
favourite haunts - one of Butterfly
Conservation’s foremost nature
reserves at Prestbury Hill near
Cheltenham in Gloucestershire.

Cover story

Please send articles and images
to the editor at: thecomma@
btinternet.com. The opinions 
expressed in this newsletter are
not necessarily those of the West
Midlands Branch or Butterfly
Conservation.

Copy deadline

Contributions

Help us face the challenges ahead

New Branch Chairman
Peter Seal

Annual General Meeting News

Note for 
your diary!

New 
Members’ Day
Saturday 31st May
Wyre Forest

Batch Number: C015022

The deadline for editorial 
contributions to the Autumn 
edition of The Comma is 
29th September 2014.
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Annual General Meeting News

Outgoing branch chairman John Tilt finished his three-year term of office on a
high note by announcing that Butterfly Conservation and Worcestershire

Wildlife Trust were nearing completion of a deal to buy an extension to Grafton
Wood Nature Reserve.

John, who is Reserve Manager of Grafton and lives in the nearby village of
Kington, has played a key role in the bid to acquire Laight Rough, a seven-acre
wood which adjoins the north end of Grafton Wood. The flagship reserve at Grafton
Wood is one of the most important sites in Britain for the Brown Hairstreak butterfly,
which is confined to the former Forest of Feckenham in east Worcestershire, where
its continued presence is dependent on the hedgerow practices of local landowners
and good woodland management.

John said: “By securing an extension to Grafton Wood we will be helping to
secure the future of the Brown Hairstreak.”

Even more ambitious project
He also announced an even more ambitious project which could eventually link
Grafton Wood, Lower Kite’s Wood – which John co-owns – and a third important
Brown Hairstreak wood to the north. It is hoped that a favourable announcement will
be made later this year. Brown Hairstreak champion Mike Williams added: “The
Brown Hairstreak is a butterfly that is best conserved at a landscape level and the
more land over which we have direct control of the management the better. 

“It is good news that Butterfly Conservation and the Wildlife Trust have agreed to
build on their existing partnership and purchase the wood jointly.

“West Midlands Butterfly Conservation has been able to fund Butterfly
Conservation’s share of the purchase price out of our own local funds without any
call on any national resources. ”

By Roger Wasley

John Tilt has played a
key role in plans to 
acquire Laight Rough

have developed their own informal bank of knowledge. Does this have implications
for broadening the base of Branch activities?

One objective would be to find a way of operating and engaging at a more local
level. This requires more thought, but if we could achieve local networks – say within
each county or urban area – it may give us a better framework for bringing people
together. Even if a group could come together once a year to participate in a local
event or stall it would help to promote Butterfly Conservation.

We do work closely with a number of bodies such as the Wildlife Trusts and they
will usually be the bigger partner. Do you have contacts we might benefit from?

I would welcome your views on these issues, so please
e-mail me (peterseal3@btinternet.com) if you have thoughts.
And finally – enjoy the spring and summer!

Joint bid to secure seven-acre wood

Brown Hairstreak 
(Nigel Spencer)

Company limited by 
guarantee, registered 
in England (2206468)

Registered office: 
Manor Yard, East Lulworth,

Wareham, Dorset BH20 5QP.
Charity registered in 
England & Wales 

(254937) 
and in Scotland
(SCO39268)
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Professional wildlife photographer and West Midlands
branch photographic competition judge Des Ong gave

a fascinating slide show of his work to round off the Annual
General Meeting.

Des featured a broad cross-section of his work on British
species, including red squirrels in the snow and otters on Mull.
His portfolio also included work from other parts of the world
– from the humid rainforest in Borneo to the arid desert of
Arizona. “Wildlife photography is a combination of my two passions – art and
nature,” he told his audience. “It is my artistic expression of the natural world.”

He explained that on occasions it takes a week or more to learn the behavior and
routines of the subject he is studying before he even takes a picture. Sometimes his
curious quarry gets a little too close for comfort… such as the wild boar in Germany,
which tried to eat his tripod, and the pigmy elephant in Borneo, which threatened to
charge him. 

Images from his annual 10-day tour of the ancient primary rainforests of northern
Borneo rainforest were spectacular. Des and his groups use experienced guides to
locate some of the rare and exotic species that can only be found in Borneo.

His work can be seen on his website (www.desong.co.uk) and if you are 
on Facebook, you can get regular updates by ‘Like-ing’ his fan page
(www.facebook.com/desongphotography).

Long-time moth recorder Mike Southall reported a bumper year for new migrant
species in 2013 during his report to the Annual General Meeting. Mike, who is

Worcestershire moth officer for the West Midlands branch, has run a mercury vapour
lamp trap at his home near Stourport-on-Severn once a week for the past 11 years
as part of the national Garden Moth Scheme.

His prize find came on a wet night last April when he caught a female Emperor
Moth, which flew off seconds after he managed to take a photograph. It probably
came from nearby Hartlebury Common, where Emperors are known to breed.

But his surprise was recording another 10 new macro species during the 
year: Golden-rod Pug, Magpie, Small Waved Umber, Rosy Footman, Muslin
Footman, Coronet, Feathered Gothic, Dotted Clay, Small Seraphim and
Four-spotted Footman. He also caught other migrants including Vestal, Silver Y,
Dark Sword-grass, Rush Veneer and Diamond-back Moth.

Herefordshire moth officer Robin Hemming reported on continuing efforts to
locate the rare Silurian moth in the Black Mountains. He is now collating the
records of 11 moth-ers in the county.

Migrant moths surprise

Annual General Meeting News

Wildlife photographer 
Des Ong

Des showcases his wildlife images

Four-spotted Footman 
(Mike Southall)

Mike Southall
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Annual General Meeting News

Membership of West Midlands branch has soared to a new record high
during the past two years, said John Tilt in the final report of his 

three-year term as chairman.
With fewer grants available to Butterfly Conservation it was vital to attract more

members to the charity with £6 from each membership going to the branch of
choice, he said. West Midlands now has over 1,050 household memberships –

the third highest total among the 31
branches. The 400 people who have joined
during the past two years are evenly split
between men and women. This is the
highest increase of all the branches.

Attractive incentives
“Without doubt the increase in new members
has partly been due to attractive incentives,”
said John, “but I also feel that The Comma
has also contributed to retaining new

members. The content and layout always makes a good read and keeps our
members across a huge region in touch with what’s going on.”

During his report, John highlighted all of the branch’s new or ongoing
conservation projects being undertaken and two projects which he hoped would
be tackled in future to benefit butterflies and moths: the parks of Birmingham,
which could be better managed to attract more butterflies, and the brown field
sites of West Midlands and Black Country, where a great deal of recording has
shown them to be excellent areas for both scarce butterflies and moths.

He said a huge number of hours were put in each year by volunteer work
parties, but more members were required to help with the vast amount of habitat
management projects on nature reserves and other important sites.

The Branch Committee has been strengthened by two new members: Vicki
Liu, of South Staffordshire, and Steven Williams, of Stourbridge.

Branch membership soars

Farewell to John
Incoming branch chairman Peter
Seal (left) presents outgoing
chairman John Tilt with a signed
print of Lulworth Skippers
(Roger Wasley)

Branch Support Officer

Susan Anders is the new
Branch Support Officer.
Susan has already worked for
BC for two years as Outreach
Officer for the Moths Count
project from 2008-10 and
comes with a wealth of 
experience working with 
volunteer groups.

Head of Project
Fundraising

Michelle Byrne is currently
the South West Regional 
Development Officer for the
Woodland Trust.  Michelle
will be working two days a
week at Manor Yard and
three days from home.

Publicity Officer 
(Regions)

Katie Callaghan is a
broadcast journalist and 
regional reporter for Heart
South Coast radio. Katie will
no doubt be in contact soon
with Branch Publicity Officers.

Head Office 
Appointments

Vicki Liu & Steven Williams

e print of Lulworth Skippers
signed by artist Richard Lewington
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Stunning moth tops VC37 records
e most striking moth seen in Worcestershire in 2013 – and a new county record –was a red,
black and white Crimson Speckled. Oliver Wadsworth, who manages the records database for
Vice-County 37 (VC37), which covers, Worcestershire, reports that more than 27,000 moth
records have been submitted for 2013 and more are still coming in. 
e county moth recorder’s report on VC37 can be seen on pages 14 & 15. 

Volunteers worked again at the former
Penny Hill landfill site this winter with

the support of the site owners FCC 
Environment. This has been the third year
that West Midlands Butterfly Conservation
has worked on this site which has the
largest population of Dingy Skipper in all
of Worcestershire. Volunteers worked on 
consecutive weekends and on the second
occasion were joined by a chipper to help
reduce the large volume of cut material 
(see photo). A big area of developing
scrub was cleared at the north end of the
site which should provide additional and
very suitable habitat for the butterfly.

By Mike Williams

Crimson Speckled (Library picture of a Crimson Speckled by Roger Wasley)

Helping hands for Dingy Skipper

Dingy Skipper
(Mike Williams)
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Plans for macro-moth atlas
Moth recorders everywhere are delighted to learn that Butterfly
Conservation is to produce A Macro-moth Atlas for Britain &
Ireland in 2018. This is a natural progression from the
Provisional Atlas of the UK’s Larger Moths published in 2010.
The Provisional Atlas was the culmination of four years of the
Moths Count project, led by BC, compiling decades of survey
effort by the UK moth recording community.

In 2006, BC started Moths Count, in collaboration with a wide partnership of
funders, organisations and individuals. The main aim of the project was to create

an ongoing National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS) to create an up-to-date,
accurate and accessible database of records of all larger (macro-) moth species
in the UK, Isle of Man and Channel Islands.
Zoë Randle, Surveys Officer, said: “We have always intended to produce a

full, hardcopy atlas of the larger moths, but the timescale was dependent upon
the progress of the NMRS. Due to the success of the scheme we now plan to
work towards the publication of an atlas of macro-moths in Britain and Ireland
towards the end of 2018, in collaboration with MothsIreland. It will be based on
records up to the end of 2016, providing moth recorders across the land with
three more full years of fieldwork towards the planned Atlas.”

There is a substantial amount of work to be done between now and the end
of 2016, said Zoë. The historical baseline of the NMRS needs to be improved
and targeted recording of under-recorded squares is another challenge.

“However, we hope that making this announcement now will stimulate further
recording efforts and encourage County Moth Recorders, local moth groups and
moth recorders themselves to redouble their efforts to achieve the best possible
coverage of the country,” she said. 

By Roger Wasley

To find out what squares are
under-recorded in your area or 
indeed other areas please contact
the relevant County Moth Recorder
in the first instance. 

In due course Zoë will be 
producing a list of under-recorded
10km squares based on the 
NMRS database. However, this
may not be 100% accurate as
there may be records that have 
not yet been received from the
County Moth Recorder network.

HEREFORDSHIRE
Phyl King
E: phyl.woodlea@gmail.com

SHROPSHIRE
Tony Jacques (macro moths)
E: vc40@talktalk.net
Godfrey Blunt (micro-moths)
E: arthur.blunt195@btinternet.com

STAFFORDSHIRE
Dave Emley (all moths)
E: recorder@staffsmoths.org.uk

WORCESTERSHIRE
Tony Simpson (all moths)
E: tonysimpson.1945@hotmail.co.uk

WARWICKSHIRE
David Brown (Macro-moths)
E: davidcgbrown@yahoo.co.uk
Nigel Stone (Micro-moths)
E: njstone@hotmail.com 

Female Emperor Moth (Tony Wharton)

Under-recorded
squares in your area
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West Midlands Butterfly 
Conservation, working in 

partnership with the Forestry Com-
mission, undertook management
work to improve habitat for the
threatened Wood White butterfly
which occurs within the Forest.
Local people with an interest in
wildlife and heritage joined the
work party and the Forestry Com-
mission provided a free lunchtime
barbecue of venison burgers and
sausages for all helpers.

Most threatened species in UK
Mike Williams, who organised
the day on behalf of Butterfly 
Conservation, said: “The Wood
White is one of the most threat-
ened species in the UK and has
undergone a 65 per cent decline
over the past 30 years. A recent
study has shown that only around
50 colonies of this butterfly remain

in England – putting it at high risk
of extinction. More than half of all
remaining colonies are found on
land belonging to the Forestry
Commission who have a key 
role to play in ensuring its 
survival.

“Recent work in South Shropshire
has shown that the butterfly responds
well to work aimed at opening up

An appeal for volunteers to join a day of conservation action
in Mortimer Forest received a helpful boost from newspaper
publicity. The Ludlow Advertiser ran an article calling for
support ahead of the chosen work party date in January.

Volunteers
cutting back
birch scrub

and tackling
bramble

(Mike
Williams)

Wood White 
(Andrew Daw)

tracks and the creation of glades to
allow more sunlight to reach the
woodland floor and this was the
focus of our work in Mortimer Forest.”

Making a difference
Alan Reid, Forestry Commission
Wildlife Ranger, added: “The site
we worked on is the site of a
Bronze Age encampment so by
clearing scrub from the site we have
also enhanced its archaeological
value. We believe that by working
with B.C., and with the support of
the local community, we can really
make a difference.” 

Action day aids Wood White

Press cutting in the 
Ludlow Advertiser 
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At 3.30pm I settled down with a
bottle of water under a tree on

the sunny side of a clearing in 
the wood. New-growth Brambles 
were in flower over most of the
central ground, and Honeysuckle
was in the surrounding trees; ideal
conditions for the White Admirals
that soon turned up.

The war-games took off!!
The first one, probably a male,
swooped in and landed on a perch
of leaves about 8ft up, ready to
defend his territory. As I tried to take
photographs, I could only get within
10ft or so before he would buzz
over my head and do a circuit up
and around the clearing and return
to his lookout post. When a second
and a third butterfly turned up, the
war-games really took off! It was
hard to follow them as they

corkscrewed heavenwards before
banking wildly or suddenly pitching
into a screaming dive. Their chase
appeared to inscribe the course of a
white-knuckle rollercoaster in the sky.

Whilst I watched this trio of
White Admirals performing their
aerial acrobatics, they reminded
me of the Spitfires pursuing their
quarry in the skies over England in
the summer of 1940. I could almost
hear the strain of the Merlin engines
and the chunder of the Browning
machine guns as the dogfights 
went on overhead! I wonder if R. J.
Mitchell, chief designer of the
Supermarine Spitfire, or Canadian
aerodynamicist Beverley Shenstone,

responsible for the iconic elliptical
wing, drew inspiration from a
comparable display?

Butterflies in flight 
In the accompanying pictures, I
have overlaid a burst of either 4 or
5 successive photos to create a
composite so that it is possible to
trace the course of the butterflies in
flight. For example, in the main
photograph above, although there
appear to be 15 butterflies, it 
is three individual butterflies
photographed 5 times and then
brought together in one image
showing their flight path. It is helpful
to work back from the top right to
see each group of three.

Report and photos by Andy Barker

The Battle of Pepper Wood
On 19th July last year, I spent the afternoon at Pepper Wood, 
near Belbroughton (car parking at GR: SO938745). 
I am grateful for location details from Joy Stevens, 
and Richard Southwell’s tip to “pick a spot 
and stick to it”. At the second time of 
asking, I got to see at least three 
White Admirals do battle.
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At 22 acres, Lower Kite’s is just a
sixth the size of Grafton and

differs from its larger neighbour in
receiving little management in recent
years. Having a closed canopy its appeal to butterflies
is currently limited, but what about moths? 
A closed canopy woodland might not directly affect
moths in the same way as butterflies but woods with
open sunny rides and coppiced areas will support a
greater range of flora and micro climates thus
supporting a greater range of moth species.

Site list now stands at 570 species
I had moth-trapped Grafton Wood quite intensively in
2006, a memorable moth year with super weather
conditions that have not been matched since. In that
year I visited Grafton 20 times, occasionally being
joined by Alan Prior, and we were able to add a great
many moths to the site list which now stands at around
570 species. In 2006 at Grafton many peak season
nights produced over 150 species with the highest
count being 180. I expected Lower Kite’s to be similar.

During 2013 a group of us made four visits to 
Lower Kite’s between May and September and, 
weather conditions were not as good as 
2006 and although we did not run the traps all 
night, we were slightly
disappointed with the
results, my highest species
count for one night being
just over 100. There were
still ‘good’ moths to be

Lower Kite’s Wood is situated
just a half-mile east of Grafton
Wood, both being ancient
woodland and fragments of
the once extensive Forest of
Feckenham.

Eudemis porphyrana (Patrick Clement)

had, however, including the nationally scarce Mocha
and the micro moth Eudemis porphyrana. The latter
was first recorded in Worcestershire at Grafton Wood
in 2006 and seems to be increasing with four
individuals recorded at light in Lower Kite’s plus many
larvae feeding on Crab Apple, located by County
Moth Recorder, Tony Simpson.

Too early to judge
This was the first year of moth recording at the site so
it is too early to judge, but with a current site list of
around 230 species, Lower Kite’s has some way to go
to match its big brother, Grafton. Recording moths at a
site is the easy part, drawing conclusions from the
results is far less straightforward, only extensive
recording over a few years will a give a true picture.

Of course, it could just be that the lack of
management at Lower Kite’s resulting in a less rich
habitat may be responsible for our initial less-than-
wonderful results, only time will tell. John Tilt and Dave

Ward are drawing up a
five-year management plan
for the site which will
certainly improve things for
butterflies, hopefully for
moths too.

Report by Patrick ClementThe Mocha 
(Patrick Clement)

Moth trapping at Lower Kite’s Wood
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Wyre Forest Butterfly Group 2013

Some of the areas where butterfly survey and
monitoring work was carried in 2013 were as follows:

Postenplain

– on 6 sites where highlights were good counts of
Pearl-bordered Fritillary at long established and at
new sites (e.g. 45 at Roxel and 16 at Blackgraves
Copse), the presence of Grizzled Skipper on at least
two sites (e.g. Roxel Boundary), and signs of Wood
White extending out of their core area. Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillary, Silver-washed Fritillary and
Essex Skipper were also recorded on the Powerline
but the biggest surprise here was 6
Marbled White which have not been
recorded in this part of the forest before.  

Longdon

– on 14 sites where the highlights were
good counts of Pearl-bordered
Fritillary at long established sites (e.g.
26 at Longdon Orchard) and in areas of coppice (the
maximum being 58 on one site). It was also very
encouraging to receive the first Grizzled Skipper records
on the Pipeline for several years (2 seen).

Chamberline

– on 5 sites in the Withybed Wood area where Pearl-
bordered Fritillary were in both the recently felled
areas as well as along the wide rides which are
obviously acting as effective corridors (maximum count
of 38 along one of these rides).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Pearl-bordered Fritillary
(Andrew Daw)

Marbled White
(Tony Wharton)

Butterfly Conservation has been involved for many years in conserving
some of the rare species that occur. Key to this has been the annual
monitoring and practical management undertaken by volunteers 
recruited and co-ordinated through West Midlands Butterfly 
Conservation. Despite the unfavourable Spring, this 
work continued in 2013 with some pleasing 
and encouraging results.

Wood White (Roger Wasley)
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Wimperhill and Brand Wood

– on 4 sites which form another key area for Pearl-
bordered Fritillary with a maximum count of 32 (at
Brand Wood). This is also an important area for Small
Pearl-bordered Fritillary (with 15 being recorded on
one site) with Dingy Skipper currently appearing to
be fairly widespread both here and in the Longdon
area (at least 6 site records in 2013).

New Parks

– An area where Pearl-
bordered Fritillary appears to
have been spreading north
over the past 2-3 years and
where it is mainly occupying
small regen coupes (records
from 11 of these sites since
2012). The Railway Line
continues to be a key area
(Pearl-bordered Fritillary count
on the Forestry Commission
section was 38) and the
meadows are important areas
for Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary (15 recorded on the
Great Bog) and Chimney
Sweeper moths (13 recorded
at Park House).

Other sites
In addition to the recording in these specific areas, sites
were monitored at Cleobury Wood, Cleobury
Coppice and Lem Hill, and Cleobury Golf Course was
included in the monitoring programme for the first 
time. More distant sites recently colonized by the 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary ( at Huntsfield and Ribbesford)
were revisited but sadly this butterfly was only recorded
on one of these 3 sites in 2013.

Meadows
There were also counts undertaken on 9 meadows
around Lodge Hill Farm on 3 occasions. The huge
significance of these meadows for fritillary butterflies
became very clear in 2013. In May, 28 Pearl-
bordered Fritillary were recorded in the meadows, 
in June, 47 Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, and
finally in July, 32 Dark Green Fritillary and 91 

Silver-washed Fritillary
(Andrew Daw)

Grizzled Skipper (Andrew Daw)

Dingy Skipper (Patrick Clement)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11



Coordinating this survey and
monitoring work has been part
of Butterfly Conservation’s
Reconnecting the Wyre Project
funded by SITA Trust with the
West Midlands Branch playing
a key role

   

Silver-washed Fritillary. This is the first time that Dark
Green Fritillary has clearly been identified in the 
Wyre Forest for some time and therefore it will be
really interesting to see what happens to this butterfly
over the next few years.

Transects
In addition to the survey and monitoring described
above, four Wyre Forest transects continued to be
undertaken. This again involves huge volunteer 
effort with the Wyre Forest East, Wyre Forest West 
and Pound Green Coppice transects all receiving 
26 monitoring visits between 1st April and 30th
September. The Hurst Coppice transect is mainly
targeted at monitoring Wood Whites but has also
highlighted the importance of this part of the Forest for
fritillaries, Dingy Skipper and Green Hairstreak.

Support and efforts appreciated
This level of monitoring could not have been achieved
without the support of the 32 volunteers involved in 
this programme during 2013. Their efforts are certainly

helping us to increase
our knowledge of 
the abundance and
distribution of a much
wider range of butterflies
in the Forest. The final
results are not yet fully
complete but the total
number of survey and
monitoring visits for the
year is already above
160 and may well reach
170 which would be a new record. We are always
keen to hear from further volunteers who are interested
in becoming involved and full training can be given.

By Jenny Joy

Dark Green Fritillary
(Roger Wasley)

Chimney Sweeper moth
(Jason Kernohan)

Green Hairstreak 
(Patrick Clement)

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary
(Kevin Kernohan)

13Spring 2014 
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Moths in Worces  
The long cold late winter and spring delayed and reduced
moth emergences to a marked extent and recovery was
delayed right into June. Then a long hot spell in July
produced excellent moth numbers and there were some
good immigrant records into the autumn. Most leaf miners
were in low numbers perhaps as a consequence of the
previous poor years as well as by their first generation being
affected by the cold spring.

There were three new Macros:
• Liz & Neil Harris had a Kent
Black Arches at light at Welland
on 25th July and Danny Arnold a
Saltern Ear (confirmed by Roy
Leverton) at Upper Rochford on
14th August.
• The first two were probably 
migrants as certainly was a Crimson
Speckled which came to Gavin
Peplow’s trap in Abberton on 2nd
October. There was an influx of 
this beautiful species into southern 
England in 2013.

This Saltern Ear was caught at Upper
Rochford on 14th August (Danny
Arnold)

Phtheochroa sodaliana larvae feed-
ing on a Buckthorn bush at Windmill
Hill (Tony Simpson)

A male Elachista apicipunctella
found on Poplar trunks at Feckenham
Wild Moor (Patrick Clement)

There were five new Micros:
• Robert Homan found vacated
mines of Ectoedemia heringella
on a Quercus ilex at the entrance
to Longdon Manor on 11th May.
This species has been spreading
from the south-east in recent years.
• Patrick Clement’s wife found an
Elachista apicipunctella on a
Poplar trunk at Feckenham Wild
Moor on 28th July and he found
four others similarly at rest and 32
there the next day. This species has
been present in Warwickshire for
many years and it has always 
been a surprise that it was never
recorded in Worcestershire. Then
Alan Prior and Steve Chappell
had two at Chaddesley Wood on
3rd August. It seems likely that it is
another new arrival.
• A Coleophora clypeiferella
found its way into Patrick Clement’s
trap at the Devil’s Spittleful on 
7th August. This species feeds on
Chenopodium album and does
seem to wander and come to light
traps, but this is, as far as I 
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 tershire VC37 in2013

know, the first record for the West
Midlands.
• I found many larval feedings of
Phtheochroa sodaliana on a
Buckthorn bush at Windmill Hill on
26th August. I have looked at this
bush over many years and never
seen it there before! It is a species
of chalk and limestone habitats in
southern England. 
• The last new species was a 
Depressaria badiella trapped at
Warndon by Steve Whitehouse
on 26th September. This moth occurs
in open habitats, often in quarries
and other bare rocky or sandy
sites, and occurs in both Hereford-
shire and Warwickshire, so it was
an expected record, but the 
suburban site was a surprise.

Other Migrants:
• Mike Southall had a Four-
spotted Footman on 2nd Octo-
ber at Crossway Green, and there
were a good number of less rare

species through the late summer
and into the autumn; in fact our
best migrant year since 2006.
There were in total more than 40
Vestal; 2 Palpita vitrealis; many
Dark Sword Grass; 2 Delicate;
2 Gem; a Pearly Underwing;
and a lot of Rush Veneer, Rusty
Dot Pearl, Silver Y, and some
Humming-bird Hawk-moths
recorded.

Other interesting and
uncommon species:
• Ben Coleman continues to
record Grey Chi in King’s Heath,
a species nowadays almost 
confined to Birmingham in this VC.
• There were more records of 
Garden Dart mostly in the north of
the county; Liz & Neil Harris had
a Lunar Thorn at Welland on 5th
June; a few Spinach are still being
recorded; there were a few second
brood Devon Carpets; and 3
Ruddy Carpets.

• Scarlet Tiger is now fairly 
common and widespread through-
out the county.
• The beautiful little micro Chryso-
clista linneella was caught on
18th July by Alan Prior at Hall
Green and on 20th July by Rik
Smithies at King’s Heath. The larva
of this species feeds in the bark of
Lime trees and seems to be mainly
an urban species nowadays.
• Prays ruficeps has now been 
separated from Prays fraxinella;
an imago with plain brownish–grey
wings devoid of markings with a
yellow or orange head is ruficeps,
as opposed to one with a dark
head and often some darker mark-
ings visible on the fore-wings, which
is the melanic form of fraxinella.
The black and white ones are all
fraxinella. They cannot be sepa-
rated by dissection.

By Tony Simpson, 
VC37 Moth Recorder

Coleophora clypeiferella
trapped at the Devil’s 
Spittleful (Patrick Clement)
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The Butterfly Effect

It was a happy return to
Warley Baptist Church last
November to give a talk to

the Thursday Morning
Fellowship on the subject of
‘Butterflies’. We started by

discussing the Small
Tortoiseshells that would

make their regular annual
appearance fluttering against

the Church window during
services in the autumn. As to
whether it was the increased

heat in the building or
religious fervour that woke

them up each week shall
remain a mystery…

Iread out my account of rearing
Small Tortoiseshells from when I

was aged 11, and explained that
an interest in butterflies had been
sparked at age five when my
primary school teacher had brought
a chrysalis into class which we
watched hatch out. In some ways
as that butterfly flapped its wings it
changed the course of my life. Forty
years on and that initial fascination
remains, and here I am sharing the

Andy Barker preparing his talk for
the Warley Baptists

Andy explained the complex 
life cycle of the Large Blue 
(Nigel Spencer)

Warley Baptist Morning 
Fellowship (Andy Barker)

intriguing secrets and surprises of
butterflies with a new audience.
The ‘butterfly effect’ in action?

Lots to learn
The complex life cycle of the 
Large Blue was explained, from 
its extinction in Britain in 1979 to 
its successful reintroduction with 
stock from Sweden in 1983. We
covered how the female lays her
eggs on the flowerhead of Wild
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Small Tortoiseshells
are a familiar sight
for the churchgoers
(Roger Wasley)

Large Blue 
(Nigel Spencer)

Thyme, how the caterpillar feeds
upon this for a short while, then
drops to the ground and tricks a
similarly rare species of ant into
taking the caterpillar into the ant
nest. How, unfortunately for the
ants, the caterpillar completes this
part of its life feeding on ant grubs.
How it then pupates underground
protected and tended by the
unwitting ants. And when finally the
butterfly hatches out it gives off
sounds mimicking the ants so it is not
perceived as an intruder, allowing it
to make its escape from the nest.

The seemingly impossible
2,000 mile annual migration of
millions of Monarch butterflies from
Canada and North America to
Western California and Mexico
provoked more amazement.

The group was fascinated to
discover that butterflies taste with
their feet and caterpillars breathe
through holes along their body.
We learned that you can give a
hungry butterfly a drink of sugar
solution soaked into cotton wool by
gently drawing out its proboscis
with the point of a pin. By placing
its feet on the sweet liquid it
enables it to identify it as food.

Artificial respiration
We drew to a close with perhaps
the most surprising revelation: how
to perform artificial respiration and
resuscitate a drowned caterpillar!
When captive rearing caterpillars I
would put the cut twigs of the
foodplant in a jar of water to keep
them fresh. Prior to working out that
I needed to block access to the

water, the dozy larvae would
blithely walk down the stick, under
the water and drown. However, if
an unconscious caterpillar was
found in time it could be gently
rolled under a finger onto a piece
of kitchen roll to soak the water out
of the spiracles and the caterpillar
would be remarkably revived!

2014 Butterfly Calendar
At the end of the talk copies of my
2014 Butterfly Calendar were 
on sale, with profits being split
between Butterfly Conservation
and STEPS – a charity that helped
my two-year-old niece, Hannah

Bluebell, when she had an operation
for hip dysplasia and was placed in
a hip spica cast for 10 weeks.
Money for BC has been Gift Aided,
adding 25%, and then given via the
Match Pot appeal, which multiplies
the total by 10. Donating this way
generates £100 for every £8 given.
You can discover more about this
highly effective way of giving on the
BC website.

Including other donations, a 
total of £50.50 was raised for
STEPS plus £1,731.20 for Butterfly
Conservation.

By Andy Barker



GRAYLING:A Myth Explained

I read with interest Peter
Seal’s article “Save the

Malverns Grayling” (The
Comma No.87 Winter

2013/2014). He states that
the Malvern Hills is one of

only two places in the
Midlands where Grayling

occur; the other is the
Stiperstones.

Peter invites letters if this is incorrect. He is right to
be circumspect. Grayling can be found on The

Long Mynd and, as I discovered last summer, on the
Stretton Hills.
Caroline Uff, the National Trust ecologist at Carding

Mill Valley, Church Stretton, has been informally collating
Grayling  records for the past 12 years. 

In July 2005, a Branch field trip for Dark Green 
Fritillary on The Long Mynd (none was seen) was taken
to Cow Ridge in Carding Mill Valley by a National Trust
volunteer to observe Grayling. I have been sporadically

recording the butterfly on The Long Mynd since that time.
Grayling can be found in at least five valleys on the

eastern side of The Long Mynd. From north to south
they are:
• The Batch, in the vicinity of Jonathan’s Hollow and
Jonathan’s Rock – actually about two-thirds of the way
up the Rock, not a climb for the faint-hearted;
• Carding Mill Valley, especially on the lower slopes
of the rocky spur known as Cow Ridge;
• Scree and rocky outcrops in Townbrook Valley;
• Ashes Hollow, particularly and reliably, at the conflu-
ence of two streams to the south-east of Long Synolds;
• And Callow Hollow, on the scree slope known as
Hanging Brink, good numbers in July 2013.

On The Long Mynd, Grayling never occur in large
numbers; usually singletons or two or three may be found
on a site. My guess is they function as a metapopulation;
several discrete colonies interconnected by the move-
ment of individuals. However, they can appear on any
stone track, rocky outcrop or scree slope.

The Stretton Hills is the collective name for the line of
hills running north–south to the east of The Long Mynd
and the A49. In August 2013, I was fortunate to record
three Grayling on the southern scree slope of Caer
Caradoc, below Three Fingers Rock. This is probably
the only reliable site on the Stretton Hills.

By Peter Branson

Grayling can be
seen in good
numbers at The
Bog car park,
the Stiperstones,
South 
Shropshire 
(Photos: Roger
Wasley)
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Letter to the Editor
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Butterfly observations made by members of
the Strettons Area Community Wildlife Group
(SACWG), with advice from West Midlands
Branch of B.C., have increased the number of
species recorded there from 25 to 29.

Heather Hathaway of the SACWG, said the
records collected during the summer of 2013

were only casual observations and were not part 
of a scientific survey.

“However, we have increased the species seen from
25 to 29, and some of these are BAP (Biodiversity 
Action Plan) species,” said Heather.

“White-letter Hairstreak has been spotted in more
than one site and I have been told by a reliable source

White-letter Hairstreak
(Roger Wasley) 

Dark Green Fritillary
(Andrew Daw)

Key species
recorded 
in Church 
Stretton 
survey

that it has also been seen in a garden at the foot of
the Cardingmill Valley. Grayling has been seen in 
several spots – maybe we are getting much better in
recognising it – and Fritillaries are also showing an
increase in numbers being seen.

“I know that Butterfly Conservation will want us to
follow up the one sighting of a Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary this year.”

The Wildlife Group’s committee, has asked Heather
to seek further advice from B.C. on how to use and 
develop on these results.

Meanwhile, a moth report is also being prepared
giving the results from regular moth trappings, some of
which were undertaken in “volunteer” gardens around
the Strettons.
Mike Williams, of West Midlands Branch, said:

“The group has undertaken some great work in an
under-recorded area of Shropshire.

“Dark Green, Silver-washed and Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillary, Grayling, White-letter 
Hairstreak, Green Hairstreak, Wall Brown and
Marbled White are all important records for the
area. It’s interesting to see Small Copper topping the
charts. There can’t be many locations where this
would be the commonest species.”

By Roger Wasley
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It is always good to finish off our egg counts 
at Grafton Wood on a high and we certainly
achieved that with our final survey day on
18th January when we found an incredible
368 eggs in and around the wood. 

Some 170 of these eggs were actually within the
wood itself which is a record by some margin and

is a result of the terrific rideside management that has
been undertaken by volunteers over recent years which
has created lots of ideal habitat.

Third consecutive year
Two days earlier, our annual
visit to Morton Stanley Park
in Redditch proved very suc-
cessful with again record
numbers of eggs. This is the
third consecutive year that
eggs have been found in
the Park, which suggests
that the butterfly is becoming
established there with eggs
found over a much wider
area. We were also pleased to find an egg beyond
the park boundaries which was a new 1km square
record (SP0365) and then later in the day another new
square record (SP0564) in the Oakenshaw area which
represents the furthest east in Redditch that the Brown
Hairstreak has been recorded. Congratulations to
local Hairstreak Champion Jenny Tonry who was 
responsible for both these finds and, in the process,
chalked up our 200th 1km square.

In recent years, we have developed a good 
relationship with Redditch Council and are hopeful 
that we can work with them to encourage further the
spread of Brown Hairstreaks in the town.

Bradley Green - productive area
Another particularly productive area for Brown 
Hairstreak eggs this winter has been around Bradley

Green especially along Hollowfields Lane. We made
a return visit to the area in early February and increased
our egg count there to over 200 eggs. An interesting 
discovery were two Brown Hairstreak eggs laid on
what appears to be hawthorn which we have marked
for further investigation. Don’t imagine that this is likely
to turn out to be a new discovery to science, more likely
a rather confused female who did not pay sufficient 

attention at Hairstreak school!
Egg searching is due to con-

tinue through to the end of
March. I am away for much of
this time looking for butterflies
(and gorillas!) in Uganda but, if

you are interested in joining in,
then e-mail Simon Primrose (simon-

jprimrose@aol.com). With our core
egg counts all completed, we should 
have more of a chance to search some
new areas where Brown Hairstreaks 
have not been previously recorded.  

Small Tortoiseshell increase
It will be interesting to see what impact this
very wet and mild winter has on butterfly

numbers. Certainly, the summer of 2013 showed a
major improvement on the previous year and Butterfly
Conservation nationally has just produced figures
drawn from their Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey
which show major increases in numbers for many
species including butterflies like the Small Tortoiseshell
which has been much less common in recent years.

As we reported at the time, there seemed a very
good emergence of adult Brown Hairstreaks in 
Worcestershire last autumn and we now know that this
was followed by generally excellent numbers of eggs
being laid. Fortunately for the Brown Hairstreak, the fact
that it overwinters as an egg means that it is less 
susceptible to flooding than many species.   

By Mike Williams, 
Brown Hairstreak Species Champion

If you would like to receive the West Midlands Branch ebulletin on the Brown Hairstreak, e-mail mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Note for 
your diary!

Brown Hairstreak
Open Day, Grafton
Wood Sunday 
24th August

Egg-hunters finish on a high

Brown Hairstreak (John Tilt)
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Following the great success of our 
guide, 30 Butterfly Walks in the West

Midlands, the Branch Committee has
given the go-ahead for a follow-up
publication.

The first edition of the booklet was
launched in April 2009 with the support of

the Forestry Commission England, Shropshire Wildlife Trust and the Clive 
Tate Memorial Trust.

More than 30 members contributed ideas for walks or photographs of each
site and the key species to be seen. Each location is accompanied by a map
showing where to park and a suggested route to follow.
Roger Wasley, who designed and edited the booklet, said: “We are

looking for help from members in suggesting and designing new walks for
inclusion in the second edition. If you know of a great site for butterflies or 
day-flying moths that was not included in the first booklet, then please send us
details. Or if you can update the text for any of the original sites, then we
need that too.

“Our biggest expense will in printing the new publication so we are looking
for a sponsor able to help with this cost. Please get in touch if you have any
suggestions.” If you can help with any of the above then please get in touch
with Mike Williams or Roger Wasley.   

Go-ahead for
new walks
publication

Fewer than 20 copies remain of the first edition of 30 Butterfly Walks in the 
West Midlands and are available from Mike Williams. Please contact Mike on 
01299 824860 or by e-mail (mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk)

Gareth traps rare micro
e winner of the Branch Photographic Competition,
Gareth omas, had another coup when he found a
rare micro moth in his garden trap at Temeside in 
Ludlow. Platytes alpinella is predominantly coastal,
being found from south-east England to Yorkshire and
very local in south Devon and southern Ireland. 
e moth, which was identified by Tony Simpson, 
is occasionally found elsewhere as a wanderer or 
an immigrant.

We have only two Butterfly
Conservation West Midlands
fleeces left: one Medium
(38-40) and one Large 
(42-44) and they can be 
ordered for £20 each. 

in appearance, very warm
and comfortable, black in
colour with the BC logo and
the words ‘West Midlands’
picked out in orange. 

They are ideal for transect
walkers, work party 
attendees and anyone 
who represents Butterfly
Conservation at meetings 
or events in the region. 

Please contact Mike Williams
mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Just two branch
fleeces left
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A group of intrepid Butterfly Conservation members from
the UK, including Neil Thompson and myself from the
West Midlands, set off in January this year in the hope of
finding one of Africa's most elusive butterflies.

The destination was the Nimba
mountains of Liberia on the 

borders of Guinea and Ivory
Coast. Our guide was Szabolcs
Safian (or Safi as he is better
known), a Hungarian who several
branch members will know through
their participation in trips organised
through Butterfly Conservation’s 
European Interests Group. Safi has
been working in Liberia over the past
two years undertaking environmental
survey work on behalf of a mining
company who have been given a
concession by the government to 
extract iron ore from the mountains. 

One of the interesting discoveries
to come out of this work has been
that P. antimachus, in common

with some of our more familiar
European Swallowtails, hilltops.
Hilltopping is a behaviour adopted
by a number of butterflies,
particularly those which do not form
discrete colonies, as a means of
mate location. A good example from
the UK is the Painted Lady, one of
our migrant species, which on
arrival each year from the continent
heads for the heights and this is
where courtship and pairing takes
place. Our own Brown Hairstreak
in Worcs, with its use of assembly
trees, is really a variation of the
same technique. Safi, in the course
of his studies, had seen antimachus
on many occasions and had
identified a series of high spots in

In search of anti
Papilio antimachus

Papilio antimachus or the

African Giant Swallowtail 

certainly lives up to its name. It

is the largest butterfly in all of

Africa with a wing span 

approaching a whopping 

23 cms or 9 inches. 

It is confined to the tropical

rainforests of western and 

central Africa with a distribution

ranging from Guinea in the

west to Uganda in the east. 

Despite its impressive size,

however, it is rarely seen, let

alone photographed, and so

little is known about it that 

its early stages still remain 

undescribed. It is a butterfly

which has attained almost 

legendary status - many seek it

but few are successful.

Antimachus in a tree 
(Mike Williams)
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the Nimba Mountains where the
butterfly could be seen.

So, all we needed to do was to
visit these same hilltops and a
sighting of the butterfly was
guaranteed. The reality of course
was not quite like this. Hilltopping
behaviour appeared to be confined
to the period from 10 am to around
noon, so each morning, after a

breakfast of cold omelette (we were
convinced by the end of the week
that they must have been made the
night before!), we would drive up
in our hired 4x4 vehicles to one or
more of the aforesaid sites and wait
patiently for antimachus to arrive.

Scanning the skies
We started our search on the Friday
and most days spent upwards of two
hours in the baking African sun
scanning the skies in eager
anticipation of the butterfly soaring
into view. By the Monday, we were
becoming increasingly desperate
(and sunburnt!). We had split the
group into two to cover more hilltops
and had hired in a local with a
motorbike to race between the
various sites. Still antimachus was
proving elusive and we were
increasingly convinced that either the
butterfly was on whatever hilltop we
were not, having a laugh at our

expense, or that the whole thing was
a figment of Safi’s imagination. Then a
phone call, one of our drivers had
seen “that big butterfly” on a hilltop
further along the ridge. We raced off
at high speed (not easy given the
state of the roads) with some
of us arriving just in time to
see a rather dark object
silhouetted against the 
sky disappearing at high
speed in the direction 
from which we had just
come. Was that to be it?

Renewed hope
The next day, with renewed hope,
we returned to the hilltop soon after
10 am but again disappointment.
It came down to the last day. We
had one more day in the field
before we needed to head back to
Monrovia to catch our flight home.
Our expectations had reached rock
bottom, not helped when we woke
on our final morning to find the
mountains covered in low cloud.
Nevertheless, one last try seemed
in order. We had come all this 

way to see this butterfly, surely we
were not about to fail. We arrived
on site at 10.50 am and ten
minutes later there it was. From the
south it appeared and, like a huge

bird, soared overhead. Would
it land, would it share a

moment with us? It
hovered over a tree, 
it was going to land
but no it was just

teasing us. It flew
away in pursuit of a

passing Swallow, would it
return? Yes, no and finally yes.  
So rather like those TV

documentaries where scientists
have one more day to discover
whether there really are Forest
Elephants in Burma, it had all come
down to the wire and a fitting
climax to our trip. For the next hour,
we took photo after photo of
antimachus sitting on a tree, of
antimachus in flight and even 
more shots of blank sky where
antimachus had been a split

   machus

Antimachus on release (David Dennis)

Antimachus in flight (Neil Thompson)

....like a huge 
bird, soared 

overhead. Would 
it land, would it
share a moment 

with us?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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second earlier! Eventually, with
great skill, Safi manoeuvred his net
upwards into the tree and deftly
brought the butterfly to earth. To 
see it at such close quarters was 
just amazing and we felt very
privileged. Photographs completed
the butterfly was released and
sailed off into the sky for no doubt
further hilltopping adventures in the
days to come.

A complicated story
It was interesting in the hotel 
one evening to meet with 
the Environmental Manager of
ArcelorMittal, the mining company
whose plans for the Nimba
mountains had brought us all
indirectly to Liberia. It is easy to
paint mining companies as the
villains of the piece but the 
truth, as always, is a little more
complicated. Without the involvement
of ArcelorMittal, the importance of
the area for Papilio antimachus 
and other wildlife, including
chimpanzees and several species
new to science, would never have
been realised. As a result of their
investment, some £0.5 million

pounds every year (more than the
total amount the Liberian government
is able to spend on all its national
parks), the Nimba Mountains has
become increasingly recognised as
a biodiversity hotspot. 

200+ species of butterflies 
In the ten days we were there we
recorded 200+ species of butterflies
including several endemics. There
had been discoveries new to
science, including a toad that gave
birth to live young and a shrew-like
mammal that feeds exclusively on
freshwater crabs. Large areas of
forest which have been eroded over
the years by the sheer pressure of
increasing human population will
now be protected. With jobs created
through mining, there should be less
need for subsistence agriculture so
perhaps less likelihood of illegal
felling to supplement local incomes
and to make way for the growing of
food. Although the mining concession
covers a wide area, in reality only a
small part will be mined and the
company appear committed to
avoid those remnants of natural
forest with high biodiversity value.
There was even talk of returning
some of the land to the Liberian

government to be managed as a
nature reserve although apparently,
when this was done in another 
part of Liberia, the government
immediately offered the land to
another mining company so perhaps
not a good idea! 

Good news for antimachus
There was even some potentially
good news for antimachus itself
with support being offered for a
new project involving radio 
tagging of individual butterflies in
an attempt to ascertain exactly
where the butterfly goes when it is
not on hilltops. The size of the
butterfly makes tagging a realistic
proposition and could lead to new
information being discovered 
about the ecology of the butterfly
which may lead to active
conservation measures being taken
not just in Liberia but in other 
parts of Africa where the butterfly is
known to occur. 

So, all in all, an interesting and
successful trip and one where
hopefully the outcomes are more
than just a set of photographs of
one of the rarest butterflies in Africa.

By Mike Williams

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

This is the hilltop where antimachus eventually appeared (Mike Williams)
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Sojourn in the Philippines

Manila is a vast, highly polluted
conurbation of 16 cities and

12, 000,000 people. It is also an
almost permanent traffic jam! The
Ateneo de Manila University has a
campus of 82 hectares in Quezon
City. It is set on the west-facing slope
of a small hill in the middle of all this
urbanisation and is something of a
wildlife oasis. Between the university
buildings small pockets of second-
ary forest have been left undisturbed
for 60 years or so, and have also
never been biologically surveyed.
There are dozens of forest bird

species and recently an entirely 
unknown species of aquatic beetle
was discovered! (The Head of 
Biology is an ‘aquatic beetle man’,
but appears to have little interest 
in other life forms.) 

Totally disinterested
Unfortunately, the Filipinos, gener-
ally, appear to be totally disinter-
ested in the natural world and there
has never been any investigation
even into the bird and plant species
on the campus, let alone the 
butterflies.  

In February, I returned from a three-month sojourn in
the Philippines, courtesy of my wife, who took up a

temporary professorship at Ateneo de Manila
University. I went along as a “camp follower” –

pretty well a three-month butterfly holiday. 

Anacyra Blue

The beautiful Danaus melanippus

Blue Pansy



I decided to see what I could
find, and worked out a transect
around the wilder areas, which I
covered most days. The butterfly
numbers were quite astonishing.
There was always something flying
around even when it was cloudy,
and hardly a day went by without
a new species being seen. Clouds
of Psyches, Ancyra and Lesser
Grass Blues everywhere. During
my time there, I photographed and
ID’d 40 different species and saw
at least another ten, and this was
during their winter. I’m sure that had
my visit been in March or April 
that figure could have been easily 
doubled! 

Invaluable help
There is no published field guide 
to the Butterflies of the Philippines,
and I was lucky to receive invalu-
able help from the members of 
the Singapore Butterfly Circle, 
especially Dr Seow, who has an 

encyclopaedic knowledge of the
butterflies of the area, and was
able to produce IDs from all of my
photographs. The Hesperidae were
particularly taxing as most were
Luzon subspecies or endemics
as well as being alarmingly similar
in many cases. I saw several 
Papilions flying around, but think
that they were all various incarna-
tions of the Common Mormon. I
was very fortunate one morning 
to find a freshly emerged ssp
alpenor, which sat beautifully for
me. There were many highlights –
a Club Silverline with open
wings, four separate Red-base
Jezebels and White Albatrosses
swooping around the treetops. I
watched one of the Jezebels feed-
ing on some ‘mile-a-minute’ on top
of a garden trellis. It lazily flapped
a couple of metres vertically above
the flowers then floated down for a
couple of seconds feeding before
repeating the process. It is an 

Club Silverline

Common Mormon ssp. alpenor

Great Eggfly

The Wanderer

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
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impossibly colourful butterfly, espe-
cially when seen like this against
the blue sky. The Club Silverline,
a stunning little Lycaenid, became
increasingly common during my
stay. I spent a lot of time, early on,
examining specimens, hoping one
would turn out to be the very similar
Long Banded Silverline. I had no
luck, which was hardly surprising
as I discovered later that it does not
occur in the Philippines – doh! 

I saw four separate Cornelians
(Duodrix epijarbus) during my
stay. They look like large, bulky
Hairstreaks and apparently very
rarely sit with open wings. I was
photographing one, when it did just
that! Instead of the deep orange
red that I was hoping for, it was a
drab brown female, and rather
worn at that – drat! 

I regularly saw specimens of the
Wanderer (Pareronia boebera) -
a brilliant, metallic blue streak, 
flying very fast along the 
forest margins. One cloudy
morning, I was aston-
ished to see one flying
very slowly around a
low shrub. It landed with
closed wings and I was
delighted to get a shot. 
It seemed a bit twitchy, so I
camped out by it for twenty 
minutes or so, when there was a
sudden weak beam of sunlight. The
butterfly immediately opened its
wings for a few seconds, enabling
me to get a picture, then sped off
into the canopy. It was the only
time in three months that I saw 
one land.

Species numbers increased
We also found time for a trip to the
islands of Cebu and Palawan, the

latter being the most beautiful place
I have ever seen. As soon as we
got out of Manila, the species 
numbers increased exponentially,
with Birdwings and Graphiums
all over the place. On Palawan, we
were staying on the edge of a

22,000 hectare National
Park. I knew that Rajah
Brookes Birdwing
was to be found
there, but despite two
long treks, had no

luck, I’m afraid. This
species has been top of a

life wish-list since I saw a set
specimen in the Birmingham 
Natural History Museum at the 
age of eight! I had had a couple 
of glimpses of one in Sumatra a
couple of years back, but the
magic photograph still eludes me.

One day, sitting at breakfast on
the terrace, a lovely fresh Papilio
lowi settled on a shrub not two 
metres away – of course, no camera!
I left my wife on guard and tore
back to the room. Amazingly, it
was still there when I returned.  

Palawan is butterfly heaven and
anyone thinking of a trip to the
Philippines, should certainly factor
in some time there.

Back in Manila, I did try to get
the Ateneo University Press to 
consider a booklet of my photo-
graphs, but sadly, they were 
consumed with apathy. My wife is 
now looking feverishly for another 
position in South-East Asia so with
any luck I shall be back there again
before too long. In any event, it
was a truly memorable experience,
which will stay with me forever.   

Report and photos by
Antony Moore

Lesser Grass Blue
There is 

no published 
field guide to the
Butterflies of the
Phillippines

Red-base Jezebel
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Dates for your diary

New Members' Day
Sat 31 May, Wyre Forest. 
Contact: John Tilt on 01386 792458 or 
e-mail john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

Big Butterfly Count
19 July - 10 August, see www.bigbutterflycount.org

Brown Hairstreak Open Day
Sun 24 August 11.00am-3.00pm, meet at Three
Parish Hall at Grafton Flyford for morning walk
followed by refreshments at the village hall 
(GR: SO963557). Contact: John Tilt on 01386
792458 or e-mail john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

Grafton Wood Butterfly Walk
Sun 13 July meet at 2.00pm, at Grafton Flyford
Church (GR: SO963557). Guided walk. Target
species are Silver Washed Fritillary and White
Admiral. Tea and cake at the Village Hall afterwards.
Contact: John Tilt on 01386 792458 or e-mail
john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

Grayling Butterfly Walk
Sat 2 August, 1.00pm - 4.00pm, butterfly walk 
followed by tea and cake. A search for one of 
Shropshire's rarest butterflies. A West Midlands 
Butterfly Conservation event. Meet at The Bog car
park (GR: SO357978). Afternoon tea (at cost) at 
the Visitor Centre. Donations. For further details 
contact 07802 274552. Leaders: Ann Hadfield 
& Carol Wood.

Catherton Marshes Butterfly Walk
Sun 20 July, 11.30am - 4.30pm, meet at Riddings
Gate parking area on Catherton Common
(GR:SO642783). Bring packed lunch. Advance
booking to 07807 198572. Morning Butterfly
walk with the Clee Hill CWG Butterfly 
Group to look for Dark Green Fritillary around the 
interesting marshy habitats of Catherton Common
and Cramer Gutter. Followed by afternoon tea at
Lower Birches. Leaders: Andrew Heideman &
Gareth Thomas.

Chaddesley Wood Moth Nights
Sat 3 May at 8.00pm, Sat 7 June at 8.30pm, Sat
5 July at 8.30pm (National Moth Night), Sat 2 Aug
at 8.00pm, Sat 6 Sept at 7.30pm, Sat 4 Oct at
6.30pm, Sat 1 Nov at 4.00pm. Meet at Jubilee
Gate (GR: SO914736) and all are welcome. Please
check with Mervyn Needham, Wood Warden, on
01562 777461 or Alan Prior on 0121 778 2973
to confirm details.

Monkwood Nature Reserve Springtime Walk
Sun 27 April, meet at 10.30am in the reserve car
park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road
(GR: SO804606). Charge: adults £3.00, children
£1.50. Contact: George Groves on 01905 620721
or e-mail george_groves@btopenworld.com

Monkwood Nature Reserve Moth 
& Bat Night   
Sat 28 June, meet at 8.30pm in the reserve car
park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road
(GR: SO804606). Charge: adults £3.00, children
£1.50. Contact: Tony Simpson on 01886 832637
or e-mail tonysimpson.1945@hotmail.co.uk

Monkwood’s Marvellous Mini-beasts
Sun 13 July, meet at 10.30am in the reserve car
park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road
(GR: SO804606) for a walk around the woods with
Gary Farmer looking at the many invertebrates that
live there. Charge: adults £3.00, children £1.50.
Contact: George Groves on 01905 620721 or 
e-mail george_groves@btopenworld.com

Monkwood Nature Reserve Fungus Foray 
Sat 11 October, meet at 10.30am in the reserve
car park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green
road (GR: SO804606) for the annual fungus foray
with Diana Bateman. Charge: adults £3.00, 
children £1.50. Booking essential. 
Contact: George Groves on 01905 620721 or 
e-mail george_groves@btopenworld.com

Mortimer Forest Butterfly Picnic & Walk
Sun 27 July, 1.00 - 4.00pm, meet at High Vinnalls
car park (GR: SO474733). Picnic from Victorian tea

To ensure that Branch members and newcomers know what is happening in our region, event and
work party organisers should e-mail full details of upcoming events to the editor of The Comma at

thecomma@btinternet.com and to web-master David Green at greend@ormail.co.uk
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bar (at cost) or bring your own. Donations. Picnic
lunch in Mortimer Forest followed by guided walk to
view the Silver-washed Fritillary in its forest home.
Leaders: Julia Walling & Mike Williams. 
Contact: 07802 274552.

Moth Training Event
Fri 9 May, 8.00pm - midnight, aimed at beginners
and those interested in learning more about moths. 
A Clee Hill Community Wildlife Group event at Lower
Birches, near Cleeton St. Mary. Advance booking 
required to 07802 274552. Under 18s need to be
accompanied by parent. Leader: Tony Jacques.

National Moth Night
Thurs - Sat 3-5 July, check events at www.mothnight.info

Pershore Plum Fayre
Mon 25 August, go to: www.pershoreplum
festival.org.uk. BC stand.

Prees Heath Common Reserve Work Parties 
Wed 16 April, birch seedling removal; Wed 9 July,
ragwort clearance; Wed 6 August, ragwort
clearance; Wed 24 September, birch seedling
removal and bell heather seed harvesting; Wed 22
October, birch seedling removal and bell heather
seed harvesting; Wed 17 December, various tasks.
Meet at 10.30am on the access track opposite the
Steel Heath turning off the A49. Contact: Stephen
Lewis, warden, on 07900 886809 or e-mail
slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Prees Heath Common Reserve Moth Night 
& Moth Breakfast
Fri 4 July, meet on the reserve at 9.00pm and 
Sat 5 July at 8.30am. Contact: Stephen Lewis,
warden, on 07900 886809 or e-mail
slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Prees Heath Common Reserve Butterfly Walk
Sun 13 July, meet on the reserve at 2.00pm for a
guided walk to see Silver-studded Blues on the wing
and learn about the history of the Common. Contact:
Stephen Lewis, warden, on 07900 886809 or 
e-mail slewis@butterfly-conservation.org

Shropshire Moth Nights
Fri 18 April, meet at 8.00pm at Lilleshall Quarry
(GR: SO5816597307); Fri 25 April, meet at
8.00pm at Apley (GR: SJ6548613235); Fri 23 May,
meet at 8.30pm at Apley (GR: SJ6548613235); 
Fri 30 May, meet at 8.45pm at Coalmoor 
(GR: SJ6643606189); Fri 6 June, meet at 8.30pm
at Randlay Valley (GR: TBA); Fri 13 June, meet at

8.30pm at Apley (GR: SJ6548613235); 
Fri 20 June, meet at 8.40pm at Lodge Field (GR:
SJ67235033980); Fri 27 June, meet at 8.50pm at
Smalley Hill (GR: SJ6624808420); Fri 4 July, meet
at 8.50pm at Apley (GR: SJ6548613235); 
Mon 7 July, meet at 8.30pm at Stokes Barn 
(GR: SJ6140700174); Fri 11 July, meet at 8.35pm
at Lilleshall Quarry (GR: SO5816597307); 
Fri 1 August, meet at 8.20pm at Apley (GR:
SJ6548613235); Fri 8 August, meet at 8.15pm at
Randlay Valley (GR: TBA); Fri 15 August, meet at
8.00pm at Smalley Hill (GR: SJ6624808420); 
Sat 16 August, meet at 9.30pm at Coalmoor 
(GR: SJ6643606189); Fri 22 August, meet at
7.40pm at Lodge Field (GR: SJ67235033980);
Fri 29 August, meet at 7.30pm at Coalmoor 
(GR: SJ6643606189); Fri 5 September, meet at
7.30pm at Apley (GR: SJ6548613235); 
Fri 12 September, meet at 7.30pm at Smalley Hill 
(GR: SJ6624808420); Fri 26 September, meet at
7.00pm at Lilleshall Quarry (GR: SO5816597307).
To confirm your attendance, contact: Tony Jacques
by email (b-mcvc@talktalk.net).

Stiperstones Butterfly Trail
Thurs 26 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at
Stiperstones Inn in Stiperstones village
(GR:SJ364005). Pub lunch (at cost) or bring picnic.
Donations. Leaders: Ann Hadfield & Carol Wood.
Contact: 07802 274552.

Tiddesley Wood Open Day 
Sun 4 May,  go to: www.tiddesley.org.uk. BC stand.

Titterstone Clee Butterfly Walk 
Sun 17 August, 1.00pm - 4.00pm, exploration 
of the old quarries at the top of Clee Hill in search 
of Wall Brown and other species. Meet in car park 
at the top of Titterstone Clee (GR:SO593776). 
A Clee Hill CWG Butterfly Group event. 
Contact: Mike Williams on 07802 274552 or 
e-mail mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk

Wood White butterfly walk at Mortimer Forest
Sun 8 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at 
High Vinnalls car park in Mortimer Forest 
(GR: SO474733). Bring picnic. Donations. 
Leader: Dave Green. Contact: 07802 274552.

Wood White butterfly walk at Wigmore Rolls
Sun 15 June, 11.00am - 3.00pm, meet at the
entrance to the wood on the minor road running from
Wigmore village (GR: SO395687). Bring picnic.
Donations. Leader: Dave Green. 
Contact: 07802 274552.
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On 20th February, the
West Midlands Branch

“Thursday Streakers”
were joined by volunteers

from Worcestershire
Countryside Service to

work on a stretch of over-
mature blackthorn that
was blocking a public
footpath at Shurnock, 

near Redditch. 

Making a difference 
at Shurnock

As well as clearing the path, the work should result
in lots of regenerating blackthorn that will provide

excellent  breeding habitat for the Brown Hairstreak.
At the same time, the joint work party was able, with
permission from the local farmer, to gap up an existing
hedgerow with blackthorn suckers left over from a
planting scheme at Bourne Close in Flyford Flavell 
before Christmas. 

A very positive day
Thanks are due to Simon Primrose, of West Midlands
Branch, and Amanda Hill, from Worcestershire
County Council, for organising a very positive day
which should bring real benefits to the Brown
Hairstreak. Geoff Thompson has been undertaking
egg searches in the area around Shurnock for several
years and this winter is proving once again that the
butterfly is doing really well in this part of the county. 

By Mike Williams

Members of the joint work party take a break. Amanda
Hill is second from left and Simon Primrose third from left
(Mike Williams) 

Before and after pictures at Shurnock 
(Mike Williams) 

Brown Hairstreak (Neil Avery)
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Committee Members and Officers

Chairman & Malvern Hills Representative   
Peter Seal                                                   peterseal3@btinternet.com                           01684 564524

Vice Chairman & Conservation Officer        
Mike Southall                                              michael_southall58@hotmail.co.uk              01299 251467

Treasurer                                                      
Ron Hatton                                                 ronmhatton@aol.com                                  01242 673923

Branch Secretary                                          
Joy Stevens                                                 joystevens@blueyonder.co.uk                       01384 372397

Senior Regional Officer                                
Dr Jenny Joy                                               jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org                     01952 249325

Branch Recorder                                           
Nigel Stone                                                 njstone@hotmail.com                                  02476 335189

Transects                                                      
John Tilt                                                      john.tilt2@btopenworld.com                        01386 792458

Reserve Managers
Ewyas Harold - Ian Hart                               yellowrattle4@aol.com                                01981 510259
Grafton Wood - John Tilt                              john.tilt2@btopenworld.com                        01386 792458
Monkwood - George Groves                        george_groves@btopenworld.com               01905 620721
Prees Heath - Stephen Lewis                         slewis@butterfly-conservation.org                 07900 886809
Trench Wood - John Holder                          johnholder@tiscali.co.uk                              01905 794854

Conservation Officers
Worcestershire - Trevor Bucknall                    trevor.bucknall@tesco.net                             01905 755757
Herefordshire - Ian Hart                               yellowrattle4@aol.com                                01981 510259
Shropshire - Dr Jenny Joy                             jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org                     01952 245684

Moth Officers
Bham & the Black Country - David Jackson     jacksongrus@talktalk.net                              01902 344716
Herefordshire - Robin Hemming                    robinhemming@btinternet.com                     01568 797351
Worcestershire - Mike Southall                      michael_southall58@hotmail.com                01299 251467

County Leaders
North Staffordshire - John Bryan                   johnpbryan15@aol.com                              01782 541870
Central Staffordshire - Robert Winstanley         robandpatwin@btinternet.com                      01889 576768
South Staffordshire - David Jackson               jacksongrus@talktalk.net                              01902 344716
Herefordshire - Dean Fenton                         fenton@littleburyfarm.co.uk                          01568 611575

Brown Hairstreak Champion                       
Mike Williams                                             mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk                     01299 824860

Committee Members
Vicki Liu                                                      vicki_liu@hotmail.co.uk                               07731 924822
Steven Williams                                           s.williams@yescomputers.co.uk                    07974 152081

Newsletter Editor                                         
Roger Wasley                                              thecomma@btinternet.com                          01242 603765
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Yellow-tail moth 
(Paul Nicholas)

Judging our 2014 Photographic Competition will be 
Midlands-based award-winning professional wildlife 

photographer Des Ong, who runs Captivating Nature
(www.desong.co.uk) and Patrick Clement, who had two 
winning images of moths in this year’s calendar.

Winners will be notified shortly after the competition
closing date, and details of how to order your 2015
calendar will be published in the next edition of The Comma.

If you would like to enter the competition, please read the
following rules carefully.

The West Midlands’ first photographic competition
was so successful that we are launching a new
competition with all the winning entries featuring
in the branch’s next calendar.

FOCUS on our
photography 
competition

Please 
read the rules 
below carefully.

Good luck!

Photographic Competition Rules
1. The subject for the Photographic Competition is Butterflies and Moths of the West Midlands Branch region

and is open to individual interpretation.

2. Entries must be taken during 2013 or 2014 in the area covered by the West Midlands Branch: Birmingham
& the Black Country, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire and Worcestershire.

3. Entrants can submit up to three landscape format images in colour or black and white. Images must be
sharp and taken at the ‘best/maximum quality’ setting on the camera. They should be saved as a Jpeg and 
submitted at the maximum image size. 

4. Entrants can enhance the picture to make it brighter, clearer, etc., but not manipulate the content. 
The judges reserve the right to exclude any image they believe may have been excessively treated.

5. The competition is open to all members of the West Midlands Branch, whose name appears on the 
membership register in 2014, regardless of where they live.

6. Each entry should be accompanied with name, address, contact telephone number (both daytime and
evening) and where and when the photo was taken.

7. Entries should be emailed one at a time to: info@desong.co.uk and patrick.clement1@btinternet.com

8. The competition closes at midnight on Sunday 31st August 2014.

9. The judges will select 13 photographs after considering a range of factors including composition, technical 
ability, originality and the appeal of the photographs. The judges’ decisions are final.

Good luck!


